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Aquahacking Lake Winnipeg
Conservation challenge comes to Manitoba
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“THE AIM OF THE
COMPETITION IS NOT
ONLY TO DEVELOP A
SOLUTION, BUT TO
DEVELOP A START-UP.”
- RICHARDSON

ter issues and lake issues together to
try to think through some of the probBy Katelyn Boulanger
lems and so we thought, ‘Lake Winnigram director of Aquahacking.
IISD has teamed up with AquahackThe name Aquahacking comes from peg is a great lake as well. I wonder if
ing to bring the Aquahacking Chal- wanting to hack water issues using we could do something surrounding
lenge, a challenge designed to have different technologies and the first Lake Winnipeg and try and collect a
innovators compete to create a start- competition was launched in Gatin- different group of voices in Manitoba
up company which tackles issues fac- eau, Que. five years ago. This is the and across the prairies for Lake Wining lakes and rivers, to Manitoba.
first year that the competition has nipeg,’” said Pauline Gerrard, deputy from fresh eyes and voices looking
“Aquahacking is a watershed com- come to Manitoba and is being coor- director, IISD-ELA and corporate sec- at the problems that Lake Winnipeg
petition that aims to solve water issues dinated by the International Institute retary.
faces.
through innovation, set solutions, and for Sustainable Development out of
This year five challenges have been
“What happens is that you register
entrepreneurship. So at the end of the Winnipeg.
put forward that the people applying online as an individual and there’s an
competition we want to launch start“[The International Institute for to be part of the competition will be online platform where you form toups able to turn their solutions into Sustainable Development] saw it in asked to focus on. These challenges gether in teams and the most successproducts that are able to be adapted the media and thought that it was an are: reducing microplastics both from ful teams from the last five years are
to the market and are useful to differ- interesting idea both in terms of cre- urban sources and tracking what multidisciplinary groups of people.
ent organizations and municipalities ative solution but even more impor- is being put into the lake, reducing So you might have a computer scithat have different water issues,” said tantly bringing a new group of people drinking water challenges which en- entist, you may have a biologist, and
Anne-Pascale Richardson, the pro- that aren’t necessary focused on wa- compasses communities with drink- a business student and together that
ing water advi- group with different expertise will
sories but also then try to identify the challenge that
includes manag- they want to work on and identify an
ing small drink- idea and because they have different
ing water plants, skill sets they will be able to succeed
fish health and in developing the best idea possible,”
understanding said Gerrard.
fish health using
“The aim of the competition is not
technology, cost only to develop a solution but to deeffective technol- velop a start-up. Also, the solution has
ogy so farmers to be really adapted to the market or
can better man- the reality so it’s not only an engineer
age their fields by or a programmer who can develop it
Submitted by RCMP
targeting fertil- on their own it’s a future start-up so
On Feb. 8, at approximately 1:30 p.m., Selizer and manage we need multidisciplinary teams so
kirk RCMP responded to a report of a break
drainage better, that we can develop different perspecand enter at a residence in the RM of St. Anand using finan- tives and also when they are building
drews, near Petersfield.
cial technologies their solutions they start to build their
The initial investigation has determined
and environmen- start-ups,” said Richardson.
that the homeowner was inside her home
tal management
when the front door of her residence was
So far in five years, 17 start-ups have
so that individu- come from the Aquahacking chalforced open and two people entered. The
als can invest in lenges and these start-ups are still in
homeowner called her neighbours. As the
Lake Winnipeg business today.
neighbours arrived, they were confronted by
but also really
the two suspects. One of the suspects had a
Richardson suggests that particisee where their pants think outside the box for their
firearm. The homeowner and the neighbours
investment is be- solutions and encourages anyone
were able to safely flee the residence. The
ing used.
two suspects also fled the scene on a snowfrom any discipline to enter as perThe competi- spectives are needed from many
mobile.
tion is open to ev- fields in order for the best solutions to
Officers conducted extensive patrols of the
erybody thought be found.
area in search of the armed suspects.
they are targeting
At approximately 8:15 p.m., Selkirk RCMP
For more information about the
university
stu- Lake Winnipeg competition or to sign
received a call from a residence in the RM of
dents and young up visit aquahacking.com/en/2020St Andrews, after a snowmobile had broken
people so that winnipeg/
down in their yard and the homeowners had
RECORD PHOTO SUBMITTED
solutions come
given the two snowmobilers a ride to a resi- Two Winnipeg men invaded a residence
dence off of Highway 8. The caller told police in St. Andrews and were armed with
that the two snowmobilers appeared suspi- a loaded gun modified to shoot a .22
cious.
caliber bullet.
Upon investigation, the broken down
Respect & Integrity
snowmobile was of the same make, size and gun were seized.
colour of the one used in the break and enter
A 23-year-old David J. Watts and a 43-yearNEW & USED
earlier that day, and the two males fit the de- old Trevor Kyle Klatt, both from Winnipeg,
Chev,
GMC, Ford,
scription of the two suspects.
are each facing numerous charges and were
Chrysler & Hyundai
Selkirk RCMP along with officers from scheduled to appear in court on Feb. 10. The
Gimli RCMP attended the residence on suspects have also been linked with another
Highway 8, and took two males and a female residential break and enter that happened
into custody. A long rifle and loaded hand- on Jan. 23 in St. Andrews.
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Selkirk RCMP respond to
armed break and enter
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